Discrimination of speech-sound pairs drawn from a computer-generated continuum in which syllables varied along the place of articulation phonetic feature (/b, d, g/) was tested with macaques. The acoustic feature that was varied along the two-formant 15-step continuum was the starting frequency of the second-formant transition. Discrimination of stimulus pairs separated by two steps was tested along the entire continuum in a same-different task. Results demonstrated that peaks in the discrimination functions occur for macaques at the "phonetic boundaries" which separate the/b-d/and/d-g/categories for human listeners. The data support two conclusions. First, although current theoretical accounts of place perception by human adults suggest that isolated second-formant transitions are "secondary" cues, learned by association with primary cues, the animal data are more capatible with the notion that second-formant transitions are sufficient to allow the appropriate partitioning of a place continuum in the absence of associative pairing with other more complex cues. Second, we discuss two potential roles played by audition in the evolution of the acoustics of language. One is that audition provided a set of"natural psychophysical boundaries," based on rather simple acoustic properties, which guided the selection of the phonetic repertoire but did not solely determine it; the other is that audition provided a set of rules for the formation of"natural classes" of sound and that phonetic units met those criteria. The data provided in this experiment provide support for the former. Experiments that could more clearly differentiate the two hypotheses are described.
INTRODUCTION
. This phenomenon of enhanced sensitivity at the locations of phonetic boundaries, termed the "phoneme-boundary effect" by Wood (1976) , has been replicated for the place feature in two-to three-monthold infants (Eimas, 1974) . This suggests that infants are innately predisposed to partition speech-sound continua in ways that are conducive to the phonetic classification of the sounds.
The existence of these phoneme-boundary effects in human infants has not been questioned (Eimas and Tartter, 1979; Kuhl, 1979a; iusczyk, 1981) ; however, the extent to which they can be unequivocally attributed to mechanisms that are speech-specific is still unclear (Kuhl, 1978 (Kuhl, , 1979b . The reason for the uncertainty is the fact that these specific effects are not exclusive to human listeners---comparative studies on human and animal listeners have shown that animals display similar tendencies, at least for the voicing feature (Kuhl, 1981; Kuhl and Padden, 1983 ).
The purpose of the present experiment was to provide additional comparative data on a second phonetic feature• place of articulation. While discrimination of synthetic stimuli varying in an acoustic cue that is sufficient to indicate place has been tested in comparative experiments (Morse and Snowden, 1975; Sinnott et al., 1976) , the data do not provide sufficient evidence to establish the presence or absence of the phoneme-boundary effect. Morse and Snowden used a heartrate habituation-dishabituation technique to test three pairs of stimuli on a three-formant fme-d•e-g•e/continuum. They reported that both between-category and within-category pairs were discriminated by macaques but that dishabituation was significantly greater for betweencategory pairs. This is compatible with the idea that the effect exists in animals, but Morse and Snowden rightly argued that the data were equivocal because of the difficulty in equating degree of heartrate dishabituation with degree of discriminability. Sinnott et al. (1976) showed that macaques could learn to discriminate naturally produced/ba/and/da/syllables. They also tested discrimination using a synthetic foa-da/ continuum, but tested pairs in an AX format in which an endpoint stimulus (A) was combined with all other stimuli on the continuum (X). This allowed a comparison of the psyohometric functions for humans and animals but did not address the issue of differential discriminability along the continuum.
In the present experiment, macaques were trained on a same-different task and then tested on a variety of pairs drawn from a two-formant fo,e-d,e-ga•/continuum. These stimuli do not contain the full set of acoustic cues that occur in natural stimuli (Fant, 1973; Stevens and Blumstein, 1981; Kewley-Port, 1982) . Namely, they do not contain formants above the third, nor "bursts." It has been suggested that such cues are essential in providing an acoustic complex sufficient to differentiate stop consonants (Stevens and Blumstein, 1981; Kewley-Port, 1982) . For example, Stevens and Blumstein (1978) developed a "template" model which described unique spectral shapes for each place of articulation. The templates were derived from static spectral sections (25.6 ms in duration) taken at the onset of naturally produced syllables. Tests of the model demonstrated that the templates correctly accepted or rejected new syllables that were naturally produced about 85% of the time. However, two-formant stimuli are not correctly classified by these templates. Stevens and Blumstein argue that the isolated second-formant transitions might be "secondary" cues, learned by association with the primary template-specified cues. If so, then maeaques who have not been trained to differentiate full-cue synthetic or naturally produced syllables should fail to produce the phoneme-boundary effect for a place continuum that is cued only by second-formant transitions.
This experiment was designed to determine ( 1 } whether animal listeners demonstrated enhanced diseriminability at any location on a two-formant place continuum; and (2) if enhanced discriminability did occur, whether it coincided with the locations of phoneme boundaries defined by human adults.
I. METHOD

A. Subjects
Three (two male, one female)juvenile monkeys (two Macacafuscata, one Macaca nemistrina) were tested. They were between one and three years of age at the onset of training. Each of the animals was housed in an individual cage at the University of Washington's Regional Primate Research Center. They had access to water in their home cages at all times and were fed once daily at the completion of the experimental session. The human listeners were three adults (aged 25-30) who had not had extensive experience listening to synthetically generated speech. continuum contained 15 stimuli. Figure 1 displays spectrograms of the first, seventh, and 15th members of the series; they are perceived as/b•e/,/da•/, and/g•e/, respectively.
As shown, the second formant of number 7 is nearly constant; in numbers 1-6 it is rising and in numbers 8-15 it is falling. The stimuli were synthesized with a 15-ms period of closure voicing represented by a low-amplitude first formant centered at 150 Hz, followed by a 40-ms transitional period during which the two formants moved toward the steadystate frequencies appropriate for the vowel with the first two formants located at 740 and 1620 Hz, respectively. The acoustic feature that was varied to generate the continuum was the starting frequency of the second-formant transition. It was varied in approximately equal steps from 1150 to 2230
Hz. The stimuli were 245 ms in duration with a fundamental frequency that was constant at 90 Hz. Discrimination was tested for seven pairs of stimuli, each separated by two steps on the continuum (pairs 1-3, 3-5, 5-7, 7-9, 9-11, 11-13, 13-15). These pairs coincide with those tested by Mattingly et al. ( 1971) for human adult listeners. Eimas (1974) tested infants on pairs 1-4, 2-5, 3-6, 7-9, and 9-11, and showed significant effects for 2-5, 3-6 (in the /b-d/boundary region), and 9-11 (in the/d-g/boundary region).
Neither our human or animal listeners had prior experience in an identification task using these stimuli. Identification functions were obtained on our human listeners after discrimination testing to confirm the boundary locations specified in previous studies. During identification testing, the 15 stimuli were presented singly and the listeners wrote their responses. Ten responses to each stimulus were obtained.
C. Apparatus
The experiment was conducted in a double-walled, sound-proof IAC booth. During testing, the animals were A positive-reinforcement procedure was employed. The animal initiated trials by depressing the response key when the green light was blinking. As soon as the animal depressed the key, the light stopped blinking and was on steadily. If the animal held the key for the duration of a variable-fore-period (VFP), which ranged from 0.01 to 1.2 s, a trial was presented. If the animal released the key before the end of the VFP, a time-out period {TO) occurred, during which the green light was turned off and the red light was turned on for 7 s and key-pressing responses failed to initiate trials. Animals were tested for 1 h each day.
Two kinds of trials, same (S) and different (D), were run with equal probability. During S trials, four identical stimuli were presented at 1-s intervals measured onset to onset (e.g., AAAA}. During D trials, the first two stimuli were identical to the stimuli presented during $ trials, but the last two stimuli were different (e.g., AABB). In typical same-different formats with human listeners, S trials consist of AA and BB trials, and D trials consist of both AB and BA trials. We have not been able to train our animals to do the latter kind of task with more than a single stimulus pair, and since the design involved the collection of data from each animal on all seven stimulus pairs (i.e., repeated-measures), we chose the format described above. In order to be reinforced, the animal was required to continue to depress the key for the full duratio•n of the S trials (1.7 s timed from the onset of the third stimulus), producing a "correction rejection," and to release the key during the 1.7-s trial interval {also timed from the third stimulus) on D trials, producing a "hit" response. If the animal incorrectly released the key during the 1.7-s trial interval on an S trial producing a "false-positive" response or failed to release the key during the 1.7-s trial interval on a D trial producing a "miss" response, no food reinforcement was delivered and a 7-s TO period occurred. A TO period also occurred if the animal released the response key during the presentation of the first two stimuli on either S or D trials (an "early-release" response). At the completion of each trial the green light was turned off and remained off until the animal released the key for 0.5 s; after this time interval, the light again began to blink indicating to the animal that a trial could be initiated.
Humans were tested in the same sound-proof booth with the same earphone. Applesauce was not delivered for correct responses but the feeder produced an audible noise to provide them with identical feedback concerning the accuracy of their responses.
E. Trial structure
The seven stimulus pairs were presented in a randomized-block design using repeated measures. Listeners were tested on each stimulus pair for a 1.5 m period (approximately 20 trials when they are initiated steadily); during that time S and D trials for that stimulus pair occurred with equal probability. Each 1.5-m trial block was separated by a 5-s pause. The order of stimulus pairs was randomized within a session. In a typical 40-m session, each stimulus pair was tested three times to provide approximately 60 trials per day per stimulus pair. The data were collected in four sessions.
F. Preliminary training
The procedures used to train the animals were similar to those described by Sinnott et al. I 1976 I. Briefly, the animal was placed in a primate chair each day and trained using standard shaping procedures to press and release the response key for food reinforcement. The animal was trained to depress the key until a sound {the eventual B stimulus) was presented, and then to release the key for reinforcement. The interval prior to the presentation of the B stimulus (VFP) was slowly lengthened, but continued to be varied from trial to trial to prevent the animal from "timing" his release response rather than listening for the stimulus. When the VFP was approximately 3 s in duration, and the animal consistently held the key down until the stimulus was presented and released the key as soon as the sound was presented, a second stimulus {the A stimulus), attenuated by 50 dB, was introduced prior to the B stimulus. The animal continued to be reinforced for releasing the bar when B was presented, and was given a TO period for releasing to A, as the intensity of A was systematically increased until it equaled the intensity of B. After the animal succeeded at this stage in training, S trials (AAAA), and D trials (AABB), were run with equal probability and all the contingencies previously described were in effect.
The last step in the pretraining period was the block-toblock variation in the stimulus pair being tested. The stimulus pair used during training consisted of a vowel contrast (/o/ vs /i/), and the stimulus pairs used to adapt the animal to the randomized-block design consisted of additional vowel contrasts (/a/vs/•/) as well as pairs of identical vowels differing in pitch contour {rise versus fall) and syllable pairs differing by the initial consonant (/sa/vs/.f a/;/vo/vs /J'o/). When performance on these training stimuli was consistently above 80% correct, discrimination testing began. The training period ranged from three to nine months for individual animals. Table II . The results show that the 3-5 pair differed significantly from all other pairs, and that the 11-13 pair differed significantly from all but 5-7 and 9-11. To separate potential effects of response bias from those associated with true changes in discriminability in the animal data, two sets of sensitivity/response-bias measures were performed using the data from the 2 X 2 stimulus-response matrices. The two measures of discriminability were the d' parameter of signal detection theory (Green and Swets, 1966) which assumes normal distributions and equal variance, and -In •/, a distribution-free index of discriminability described by Luce (1963) . The two measures of response bias were beta • ) of signal-detection theory (Green •'p < 0.05. While hit and correct rejection responses were equally reinforced, this tendency toward holding the key was probably due to the fact that only two of the seven pairs were easily discriminable, plus the fact that half of all trials presented were S trials which require a holding response. The density of reinforcement, therefore, was actually greater for holding responses than for lifting responses. This would tend to cause the animal to refrain from lifting the response key unless the animal was quite sure that the stimulus pair was different.
II. RESULTS
A. Human identification and discrimination data
In addition to the overall tendency toward same responses, the animals demonstrated a slight trend towards lifting the key for/d•e/stimuli. This trend can be explained by the direction of stimulus change adopted for D-trials in the experiment. To make the task easier, stimuli were arranged such that the B stimulus in an AABB trial was closest to stimulus #7 {/d•e/). For example, the B stimulus for the 1-3 pair was 3, and for the 11-13 pair it was 11. This stimulus arrangement should result in a slight response bias towards lift responses for B stimuli in the middle of the continuum, but if it were the sole determinent of performance in these animals, one would expect to see a correlated peak in the discrimiuability index at stimulus #7. Instead, we see two peaks in the discriminability index, neither of which is centered at stimulus #7.
III. DISCUSSION
This study sought to answer two questions: (1) 
A. Acoustic cues for place
The data on human listeners provided here confirm what has been shown in previous studies (Cooper et Stevens and Blumstein (1981) hypothesized that human listeacrs use secondary cues acquired by an "incidental learning" process whereby a set of partial cues are associated with full cues. However, the animal data pose a problem for this account. Animals have not had experience with naturally produced exemplars of the categories, but still partition the continuum appropriately. The data thus suggest that the "secondary" cues are sufficient in and of themselves, without associative pairing with the "primary" cues, to produce the appropriate partitioning.
Similarly, the account offered by Steveas and Blumstein 11981} predicts that human infants will fail to differentiate two-formant stimuli appropriately until they have had sufficient exposure to stimuli that contain full cues and have learned to depend on a set of partial cues. The data provided by Eimas 11974} and more recently by Walley (1979} show that infants are at least capable of partitioning two-formant stimuli appropriately.
The next question, then, is whether or not there is a difference in performance by adults, infants, or animals when two-formant are used as opposed to more complex stimuli. The fact that the naive human listeners in this study found the two-formant stimuli difficult to discriminate supports Stevens and Blumstein's idea, that these stimuli do not contain all of the cues that specify good examples of the categories. The data on infants are equivocal. Williams and Bush (1978} showed that infants between 6 and 12 weeks, tested using the high-amplitude sucking technique, discriminated a/d-g/contrast using either the partial-cue or the full-cue stimuli. They argued that the full-cue stimuli were better exemplars for infants because the degree of sucking recovery was greater for the infants presented with the fullcue stimuli. However, the magnitude of sucking recovery has not been shown in previous studies to correlate with the degree of perceptual difference between the two stimuli (see Kuhl, 1979a for review}, and the differences in recovery between the two groups in the Williams and Bush study narrowly failed to reach significance, so no firm conclusions could be drawn. Walley (1979} provided a stronger test using partial-cue Itwo-formant without a burst) versus more complex stimuli (five-formant with a burst}. She tested sixmonth-olds using the operant head-turn technique and found no differences in the degree of diseriminability for rod-g/contrasts cued partially or more completely. Perhaps an experimental design such as that employed by Kuhl (1979a}, which tests the degree to which infants generalize a head-turning response to novel instances from a category, would reveal differences. It could be the ease, for example, that the degree of generalization to novel stimuli would differ depending upon whether or not the infant was initially trained to differeafiate "good" as opposed to "poor" exemplars from place categories. Comparative experiments could be similarily designed to test whether animals treat two-formant and more complex stimuli differently.
B. Contribution of animal data to human data
These data demonstrate that animal listeners produce the "phoneme-boundary effect." Such effects in human adults and infants have been interpreted as support for the existence of speech-specific mechanisms. Does the fact that the effect can be reproduced in animals alter the interpretation of the human data?
Perhaps it is best to state the most obvious limitation first. It is not the case that animal data rule out explanations of human behavior. Animals may use a simpler set of acoustic cues to guide discrimination and perceptual grouping of stimuli while humans may use a more complex set of acoustic cues, and rules for their combination, to determine discrimination and categorization. The eventual answer to questions related to speech-specific mechanisms for phonetic categorization will undoubtedly not be a simple yes or no.
Rather, it will be a determination of the "level" at which speech-specific mechanisms operate. The goal is to push the human-animal analogy to its limits, eventually demonstrating empirically the examples in which the human and animal data diverge. In comparative tests to date the focus has been on the anima!'s tendency to demonstrate the phonemeboundary effect using stimuli from a continum. Given that the initial comparisons have confirmed these specific effects for voicing (Kuhl, 1981; Kuhl and Padden, 1983) This kind of systematic approach to adult, infant, and animal data is made more difficult in the case of the place feature by our lack of experimentation on the acoustic features that alter the locations of phonetic boundaries. Until experiments on adults demonstrate the human listener's rules for the categorization of stimuli varying in the place feature, the critical comparative experiments cannot be undertaken.
C. Auditory perceptual constraints and the evolution of language
It has been suggested (Kuhi and ) that man's auditory perceptual system provided a set of"natural psychophysical boundaries" which influenced the selection of candidates for a phonetic repertoire. While this discussion focuses on the potential role of auditory constraints, independent of those provided by the articulatory mechanism, this by no means excludes the potential contribution of articulatory constraints. We emphasize those related to audition simply to invite debate on three theoretical perspectives: { 1) audition did not provide a strong selective pressure, independent of articulation, on the choice of a phonetic inventory; (2) audition provided an independent pressure, but one that served to initially structure rather than solely determine the selection of the inventory, or (3) audition per se directed the selection of the inventory by providing a set of"natural classes" for auditory stimuli that the articulatory mechanism evolved to achieve. We take the posture that the first is least plausible given the available data, that the second is consistent with the data now in hand, but that the third should not be ruled out.
The first argues that audition did not play an independent role in the evolution of language. The most powerful data suggesting that this is not the case are those presented here and in other studies in which animals have been shown to appropriately categorize and discriminate speech sounds (Burdick and Miller, 1975; Baru, 1975; Miller, 1975, 1978 The second posture argues that the auditory system provided a set of broad guidelines which initially.structured the selection of phonetic candidates but did not determine them precisely. These guidelines might have taken the form of "natural psychophysical boundaries" (Kuhl and Miller, 1975) . These boundaries would have served to separate sounds along a number of auditory dimensions. Examples of such dimensions might include (1) the relative timing of two events with simultaneous and nonsimultaneous events being maximumly distinct; (2) rise-time, with rapid as opposed to slow being maximumly distinct, and (3) spectral shape, with parameters like diffuse/compact and spectral gravity interacting to produce maximumly distinct classes. These properties of sounds could have provided a set of perceptual boundaries whose functional characteristics produced poor diseriminability for stimuli falling on either side of a boundary and good discriminability for stimuli straddling a boundary.
This account would not go so far as to suggest that man's auditory system dictated a detailed set of rules for the interactions of acoustic cues in the perception of speech. It would simply stipulate that man capitalized on a set of acoustic properties, but then elaborated on them, perhaps to take into account constraints inherently imposed by the joint actions of the articulators. These articulatory constraints might have resulted in a set of nonequivalent acoustic events that would mandate a mechanism that perceptually equated them--perhaps a mechanism such as that proposed by the original motor theory (Liberman et al., 1967) . The data to date on the perception of speech by animals do not contradict this general explanation.
The third account argues for a deterministic role for audition in the evolution of language. It predicts an even closer correspondence between the human and animal data, a correspondence not as yet warranted by the data because the relevant experiments have not been undertaken. In its broadest form, this posture advocates the view that speech sounds form "natural classes." That is to say, they represent an optimum combination of acoustic cues. The natural class theory argues that the perceptual equivalence of different acoustic cues in speech are not the result of a special mechanism that recognizes their association in articulation. Rather, it argues that the "trading relations" seen in studies of adult speech perception (e.g., Best et al., 1981 • occur because the cues produce equivalent auditory effects when measured in termg of the degree to which the entire'signal approaches the specification of a particular prototype. The strong version of this account predicts, therefore, that perceptual effects as complex to explain as "trading relations" (Best et al., 1981 ) would obtain in animals.
IV. SUMMARY
This study demonstrated differential diseriminability of sounds along a two-formant place of articulation continuum in a nonhuman primate. The data demonstrated that animals partition the continuum into categories consistent with the phonetic identity of the sounds. This suggests that a place continuum cued only by the second-formant transition can be appropriately partitioned in the absence of exposure to a more complex set of cues. The data also support the notion that auditory constraints could have provided a selective pressure in the absence ofarticulatory ones to provide an initial structuring of the acoustics of language. It remains to be determined whether audition exerted an even stronger influenc• by providing the rules for the formation of"natural classes" of sounds to which speech conformed. Experiments demonstrating the existence of "trading relations" for speech cues in animals would provide support for this latter interpretation. partment of Otolaryngology, for donating space for the conduct of these experiments, the cooperation of the Haskins Laboratories (NIH contract NIH-71-2420) in providing the synthetic stimuli and the Regional Primate Research Center (NIH Grant RR 00166} for the use of core facilities and the help of core staff throughout the conduct of this research.
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